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CONSPECTUS: The ferric reductase superfamily comprises several oxidoreductases that use an
intracellular electron source to reduce an extracellular acceptor substrate. NADPH oxidases (NOXs) and
six-transmembrane epithelial antigen of the prostate enzymes (STEAPs) are iconic members of the
superfamily. NOXs produce extracellular reactive oxygen species that exert potent bactericidal activities
and trigger redox-signaling cascades that regulate cell division and differentiation. STEAPs catalyze the
reduction of extracellular iron and copper which is necessary for the bioavailability of these essential
elements. Both NOXs and STEAPs are present as multiple isozymes with distinct regulatory properties
and physiological roles. Despite the important roles of NOXs and STEAPs in human physiology and
despite their wide involvement in diseases like cancer, their mode of action at the molecular level
remained incompletely understood for a long time, in part due to the absence of high-resolution models
of the complete enzymes. Our two laboratories have elucidated the three-dimensional structures of
NOXs and STEAPs, providing key insight into their mechanisms and evolution. The enzymes share a
conserved transmembrane helical domain with an eye-catching hourglass shape. On the extracellular side,
a heme prosthetic group is at the bottom of a pocket where the substrate (O2 in NOX, chelated iron or
copper in STEAP) is reduced. On the intracellular side, the inner heme of NOX and the FAD of STEAP
are bound to topological equivalent sites. This is a rare case where critical amino acid substitutions and
local conformational changes enable a cofactor (heme vs FAD) swap between two structurally and
functionally conserved scaffolds. The catalytic core of these enzymes is completed by distinct cytosolic NADPH-binding domains
that are topologically unrelated (a ferredoxin reductase-like flavoprotein domain in NOX and a F420H2:NADP

+-like domain in
STEAP), feature different quaternary structures, and underlie specific regulatory mechanisms. Despite their differences, these
domains all establish electron-transfer chains that direct the electrons from NADPH to the transmembrane domain. The multistep
nature of the process and the chemical nature of the products pose considerable problems in the enzymatic assays. We learned that
great care must be exerted in the validation of a candidate inhibitor. Multiple orthogonal assays are required to rule out off-target
effects such as ROS-scavenging activities or nonspecific interference with the enzyme redox chain. The structural analysis of STEAP/
NOX enzymes led us to further notice that their transmembrane heme-binding topology is shared by other enzymes. We found that
the core domain of the cytochrome b subunits of the mitochondrial complex III and photosynthetic cytochrome b6f are closely
related to NOXs and STEAPs and likely arose from the same ancestor protein. This observation expands the substrate portfolio of
the superfamily since cytochromes b act on ubiquinone. The rigidly packed helices of the NOX/STEAP/cytochrome b domain
contrast with the more malleable membrane proteins like ion channels or amino-acid transporters, which undergo large
conformational changes to allow passage of relatively large metabolites. This notion of a rigid hourglass scaffold found an unexpected
confirmation in the observation, revealed by structural comparisons, that an helical bundle identical to the NOX/STEAP/
cytochrome b enzymes is featured by a de novo designed heme-binding protein, PS1. Apparently, nature and protein designers have
independently converged to this fold as a versatile scaffold for heme-mediated reactions. The challenge is now to uncover the
molecular mechanisms that implement the isozyme-specific regulation of the enzyme functions and develop much needed inhibitors
and modulators for chemical biology and drug design studies.
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Figure 1. Structural comparison between NOX and STEAP enzymes. (a) Atomic model of C. stagnale NOX5 shown parallel to the membrane,
based on structures of the dehydrogenase domain (cyan, pdb 5O0X) and transmembrane domain (blue, pdb 5O0T). Membrane helices and redox
cofactors (carbon atoms yellow) are annotated. (b) Structure of trimeric human STEAP4 (pdb 6HCY) shown parallel to the membrane. One
subunit is colored orange, whereas the other two subunits are depicted in gray. Membrane helices and redox cofactors (carbon atoms white) are
annotated. (c) Proposed transmembrane-electron-transfer mechanism of NOX5. (d) Proposed transmembrane electron-transfer mechanism of
STEAP4. (e) Superimposition of the transmembrane domains of NOX5 (blue) and STEAP4 (orange) viewed parallel to the membrane as
sideview. Overlapping helices and cofactor-binding sites are annotated. (f) Overlay of the outer heme-binding pockets of NOX5 and STEAP4
viewed orthogonal to the membrane from the extracellular side. (g) Overlay of the binding sites of the inner heme in NOX5 and the inner FAD of
STEAP4 viewed orthogonal to the membrane from the cytoplasmic side.
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domains of NOX5 yielded molecular insights into the
structure and outer-sphere O2-reduction mechanism of
NADPH oxidases and provided potential sites for inhibitor
design.

• Oosterheert, W.; Van Bezouwen, L. S.; Rodenburg, R. N.
P.; Granneman, J.; Förster, F.; Mattevi, A.; Gros, P.
Cryo-EM Structures of Human STEAP4 Reveal
Mechanism of Iron(III) Reduction. Nat. Commun.
2018, 9, 4337.2 This study provided a model for inter-
subunit transmembrane-electron transport and iron(III)
reduction by STEAPs through structures of human STEAP4
and also revealed that STEAPs require no accessory proteins
to be enzymatically active.

• Reis, J.; Massari, M.; Marchese, S.; Ceccon, M.; Aalbers,
F. S.; Corana, F.; Valente, S.; Mai, A.; Magnani, F.;
Mattevi, A. A Closer Look into NADPH Oxidase
Inhibitors: Validation and Insight into Their Mechanism
of Action. Redox Biol. 2020, 32, 101466.3 Enzymatic
assays with multiple NOX isoforms show that numerous
previously described NOX inhibitors in fact exhibit no
NOX-inhibiting properties and that great care must be
undertaken to distinguish bona f ide inhibitors f rom assay-
interfering molecules.

• Oosterheert, W.; Gros, P. Cryo-Electron Microscopy
Structure and Potential Enzymatic Function of Human
Six-Transmembrane Epithelial Antigen of the Prostate 1
(STEAP1). J. Biol. Chem. 2020, 295, 9502−9512.4
Structural and functional experiments reveal that human
STEAP1 is capable of reducing iron(III), suggest that it
may have a regulatory role in STEAP-heterotrimers, and
show that antibodies can be used to inhibit the activity of
STEAPs.

■ INTRODUCTION
The year 2020 marks the sixtieth anniversary of the publication
of the structures of the heme-binding proteins myoglobin5 and
hemoglobin6 by X-ray crystallography, representing the first
ever elucidated three-dimensional models of proteins. This
fundamental breakthrough, for which John Kendrew and Max
Perutz were awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1962,
ignited a new research field that focuses on understanding the
function and mechanism of biomolecules by determining their
atomic structure, nowadays known as structural biology.7 Sixty
years after the crystal structures of myoglobin and hemoglobin
provided the first snapshots of how heme cofactors bind in a
protein environment, the (bio)chemistry of heme-coordinating
enzymes remains a prevalent theme of current day research.
The unique chemical properties of hemes, combined with a
variety of coordinating protein scaffolds, contribute to the
diverse physiological functions observed for hemoproteins,
which range from diatomic gas coordination to catalysis to
electron transport.8 Additionally, naturally occurring hemo-
proteins commonly serve as starting templates in directed
evolution approaches to generate novel biocatalytic reactions
that do not exist in nature,9 further emphasizing the versatility
of hemes.
Hemoproteins are capable of catalyzing biological oxidor-

eductase reactions because the central heme iron adopts
multiple oxidation states. For a subset of heme-dependent
oxidoreductases, the oxidizing and reducing agents reside in
separate cellular compartments. Hence, transmembrane-
electron shuttling is required to enable the two half-reactions

at opposite sides of a membrane, which is achieved by a
specialized class of transmembrane oxidoreductases. These
enzymes catalyze biochemical reactions by recruiting the redox
substrates at either side of the membrane, and subsequently
direct electron transport from one substrate to another through
membrane-embedded heme cofactors. The maximum center-
to-center distance between redox cofactors in proteins for
functional single-step electron transfer is ∼25 Å,10 whereas
biological membranes typically span longer distances (>30 Å).
As a result, electron transport through transmembrane
oxidoreductases encompasses a multistep electron-transfer
cascade, a mechanism known as electron hopping.10−13

The senior authors of this Account did their Ph.D. together
at the University of Groningen (NL) in the early 1990s. Thirty
years later, their scientific interests crossed each other as their
two laboratories became interested in two families of the
transmembrane oxidoreductases, the NADPH oxidases
(NOXs) and six-transmembrane epithelial antigen of the
prostate enzymes (STEAPs). In this Account, we provide a
detailed analysis of the recent studies performed in our
laboratories on the structure and mechanism of these
evolutionary and functionally related enzymes. We then
expand our analysis by comparing our work with structures
of oxidoreductases that were previously never described to be
related to NOXs or STEAPs but share a similar heme-binding
transmembrane core which facilitates “across the membrane”
redox reactions.

■ STRUCTURAL INSIGHTS INTO NOX AND STEAP
ENZYMES

In 2017, the Mattevi laboratory reported the first crystal
structures of the transmembrane domain and dehydrogenase
domain of a NADPH oxidase (NOX).1 NOXs reduce O2 to
produce extracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS) involved
in redox signaling, cell proliferation, and antimicrobial and
antifungal defense. Humans contain seven NOX enzymes,
known as NOX1−5 and DUOX1,2.14−16 Their activities are
tightly controlled by their respective partner proteins and/or
cellular stimuli (e.g., Ca2+). Misregulation of these enzymes is
associated with a variety of diseases, which include cancer and
neuronal and muscular dystrophy.17 The structures of
Cylindrospermum stagnale NOX5 yielded a model that provides
insights into the reductase mechanism of NOXs at the
molecular level (Figure 1a).
Approximately a year later, the Gros laboratory published

the single-particle cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM)
structure of homotrimeric human six-transmembrane epithelial
antigen of the prostate 4 (STEAP4).2 Although crystal
structures of the intracellular dehydrogenase domains (also
known as oxidoreductase domains) of human STEAP3 and rat
STEAP4 had previously been reported,18,19 the cryo-EM
structure of human STEAP4 represented the first structure of a
STEAP protein that contains both its intracellular dehydrogen-
ase domain and six-helical transmembrane domain (Figure
1b). The STEAP family comprises four members in humans
(STEAP1−4), of which STEAP2−4 are metalloreductases that
reduce iron from the ferric (Fe3+) to ferrous (Fe2+) state and
copper from the cupric (Cu2+) to cuprous (Cu+) state.19−21

This process is a crucial step in the metal-uptake mechanism of
mammalian cells, since metal importers exclusively recognize
the reduced forms of iron and copper. Besides maintaining
cellular metal homeostasis,22,23 STEAPs are highly upregulated
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in a wide variety of cancers,24−26 making STEAP enzymes
promising novel therapeutic targets.27,28

The distant homology between NOX and STEAP enzymes
was first established by a bioinformatics analysis that reported
similarities between the six-helical transmembrane domains of
both enzyme families.29 A more comprehensive study
subsequently showed that NOXs and STEAPs are part of the
heme-containing transmembrane ferric-reductase domain
(FRD) superfamily, which also comprises fungal and bacterial
ferric reductases as well as the bacterial YedZ reductases.30 To
the best of our knowledge, the structures of C. stagnale NOX5
(Figure 1a) and human STEAP4 (Figure 1b) represent the first
available atomic models of FRD superfamily members. Thus, it
only recently became possible to analyze and compare these
enzymes guided by a structural framework.

■ A MOSAIC OF DOMAINS
NOXs and STEAPs both catalyze the transport of intracellular
electrons to substrates at the opposite side of the membrane.
The transmembrane and dehydrogenase domain crystal
structures of NOX5 did not show evidence for physiologically
relevant oligomerization sites, whereas STEAP4 adopts a
trimeric, domain-swapped architecture, arranged so that an
intracellular domain resides beneath the transmembrane
domain of the adjacent subunit (Figure 1b). Mechanistically,
NOXs and STEAPs utilize identical, noncovalently bound
cofactor molecules to enable transmembrane-electron trans-
port. However, the structures highlight critical differences in
cofactor arrangement and binding stoichiometries (Figure 1c,
d). NOX5 coordinates the electron-donating substrate
NADPH through a C-terminal ferredoxin-NADP+ reductase-
like (FNR-like) dehydrogenase domain. Electrons get passed
on to an intracellularly bound FAD cofactor, which releases
them, one at a time, onto the transmembrane domain. Two
axial heme-b ligands then transport the electron to the
substrate O2 at the membrane extracellular side (Figure 1c).
O2 binds near the outer heme to be reduced, generating
superoxide or hydrogen peroxide. Contrary to NOXs, STEAP4
recruits NADPH through an N-terminal F420H2:NADP

+-like
(FNO-like) dehydrogenase domain, structurally unrelated to

the FNR-like domain of NOXs. NADPH donates electrons to
FAD that likely flips to anchor itself in the inner-membrane
leaflet region of the adjacent STEAP subunit. Transmembrane-
electron transport from FAD to Fe3+ or Cu2+-complexes
advances through a single-heme cofactor bound in the outer-
membrane leaflet side of the protein31 (Figure 1d). Fe3+ and
Cu2+ bind as a complex with a negatively charged chelator like
citrate to a ring of basic amino acids positioned >6 Å above the
heme. Both NOX5 and STEAP4 reduce their substrate without
forming a covalent intermediate with the heme. Such an outer-
sphere reduction mechanism is unique among known heme-
depending proteins that typically function through a covalent
intermediate between the heme-iron and the ligand/substrate.
In line with the obvious differences in the mechanism of

both enzymes, NOX5 and STEAP4 share only 16% sequence
identity in the region that spans membrane helices h2−h5.
Nevertheless, a structural superposition of both transmem-
brane domains reveals that helices h2−h5 adopt a strikingly
similar orientation and conformation (rmsd = 2.8 Å for 476
atoms), whereas helices h1 and h6 do not display a comparable
orientation (Figure 1e). Helices h2−h5 are crucial for
transmembrane-electron transport because they form the
four-helical core that binds the diheme motif in NOX5 and
FAD-heme motif in STEAP4, respectively. An overlay of the
four-helical cores at the extracellular-membrane leaflet side
shows that the outer hemes reside at the same membrane
depth and that the central-heme irons are coordinated by a pair
of histidines located at equivalent positions in helices h3 and
h5 (Figure 1f). These histidine residues are strictly conserved
in all NOX and STEAP homologues, as well as in all other
members of the FRD superfamily,30 indicating a common
mechanism for outer-heme binding. At the intracellular-
membrane leaflet side of the four-helical core, the inner-
heme binding site of NOX5 overlaps with the FAD-binding
site of STEAP4 (Figure 1g). Instead of two histidine residues
that coordinate the inner heme of NOX5, STEAP4 harbors
arginine and glutamine residues at the equivalent positions.
The arginine and glutamine are strictly conserved in STEAP
homologues and coordinate the phosphates and flavin ring of
FAD, respectively. These structural observations confirm the

Figure 2. STEAP paralogues adopt a highly similar transmembrane domain architecture. (a, b) Aligned structures of human STEAP4 (pdb 6HCY,
panel a) and Fab120.545-bound human STEAP1 (pdb 6Y9B, panel b) shown parallel to the membrane. Two subunits per STEAP-trimer are gray,
and one subunit is orange (STEAP4) or green (STEAP1). For the STEAP1-bound Fab120.545 Fv regions, one molecule is pink and the other two
molecules are shown in yellow. Membrane helices and redox cofactors (carbon atoms white) are annotated.
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findings from previous studies that STEAPs lost their second
heme during evolution30 and that the second heme-binding
site diverged into a flavin-binding site,31 although the same
four-helical core architecture to coordinate the cofactor is
retained. Overall, we conclude that even though NOXs and
STEAPs catalyze the reduction of different substrates, recruit
NADPH through unrelated dehydrogenase domains, have a
low-sequence identity, and display a different cofactor
arrangement in their transmembrane domain, they share a
highly similar heme-binding four-helical bundle to facilitate
transmembrane-electron transport and reduction of their
respective substrates, molecular oxygen, and chelated metal
ions (Fe3+ or Cu2+).

■ REGULATION OF ENZYMATIC ACTIVITY

As high levels of ROS lead to the damaging of DNA, proteins
and lipids, the activity of NOXs needs to be tightly regulated.
The dehydrogenase domain features a regulatory insertion
sequence that contains a phosphorylation site that may serve as
activity switch in human NOX2,32 and also represents a
Hsp90-binding site in human NOX5.33 Additionally, the C-
terminal aromatic residue of the dehydrogenase domain needs
to be displaced to allow for NADPH binding, which as we
proposed may rely on conformational rearrangements of the
surrounding protein scaffold.34 NOX5 and DUOX1−2
furthermore contain an additional N-terminal regulatory
domain, which inhibits their enzymatic activity when intra-
cellular Ca2+ levels are low.35 Although far from completely
understood, these examples highlight the complex, multi-
layered regulatory mechanisms underlying the activity of
NOXs.
For STEAPs, a regulatory mechanism may exist through the

formation of heterotrimers between different STEAP paralogs.
STEAP1, the first-identified member of the STEAP family that
is highly upregulated in various types of cancer, lacks an
intracellular dehydrogenase domain and does not exhibit ferric

reductase activity when overexpressed in mammalian cells.21

Although the physiological function of STEAP1 is unclear, the
residues that coordinate FAD and heme in STEAP4 are
conserved in the transmembrane domain of STEAP1. We
solved the cryo-EM structure of STEAP1 bound to the
antigen-binding fragment of an antibody (mAb120.545) used
in anticancer clinical trials,4 revealing that the STEAP1
transmembrane domain is highly similar to the one of
STEAP4 (Figure 2). The proposed intersubunit electron
transport pathway in STEAP4 (Figure 1d) indicates that
STEAP1 may be a functional reductase in STEAP hetero-
trimers by receiving electrons from NADPH bound in the
dehydrogenase domain of an adjacent STEAP2−4 subunit.
Accordingly, we confirmed that the transmembrane domain of
STEAP1 is capable of transmembrane electron transport and
iron reduction in cells by generating a fusion protein
containing the dehydrogenase domain of STEAP4 and
transmembrane domain of STEAP1.4 When taken together,
these results suggest that the incorporation of STEAP1 into
STEAP2−4 heterotrimers may dampen iron reduction rates
locally by having fewer NADPH-binding sites available per
trimer. It will be of interest to further investigate how cancer
cells exploit these STEAP1-related regulatory mechanisms.

■ GHOSTBUSTING IN THE SEARCH FOR NOX AND
STEAP INHIBITORS

NOXs are attractive pharmacological targets in immunomo-
dulation, inflammation, fibrosis, and cancer.36−39 A NOX1/4
inhibitor (GKT137831) is currently in clinical trials for
idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis.40 There is a surging interest
also in STEAPs as pharmacological targets in biological
processes involving cell proliferation, apoptosis, and iron-
related disorders.27,28 A humanized variant of anti-STEAP1
monoclonal antibody 120.545, of which we solved the
structure in complex with STEAP1 (Figure 2b), is used in
prostate cancer clinical trials as an antibody−drug conjugate

Figure 3. Scheme of available assays for the screening of NOX and STEAP inhibitors.
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(termed DSTP3086S)41 and as a radiolabeled antibody
(termed 89Zr-DFO-MSTP2109A) for PET imaging.42,43

Interestingly, our experiments have revealed that the antigen-

binding fragment of antibody 120.545 inhibits the cellular
ferric-reductase activity of a STEAP4/STEAP1 fusion protein
in a concentration-dependent manner.4 As the antibody-

Figure 4. Cartoon representations of the architecture of the four-helical porphyrin-binding bundle in diverse classes of hemoproteins. All structures
are aligned to the four-helical bundle of STEAP4. The transmembrane oxidoreductases are shown parallel to the membrane as a sideview with
annotated topology. If applicable, the oxidative and reductive half reactions catalyzed by the hemoprotein are annotated. The depicted structures
correspond to the following: (a) Residues 250−387 and the inner and outer heme b of C. stagnale NOX5 (blue, pdb 5O0t). (b) Residues 240−405
and the inner FAD and outer heme b of human STEAP4 (orange, pdb 6HCY). (c) Residues 28−201 and the inner and outer heme b of human
cytochrome b (warm pink, pdb 5XTE). (d) Residues 43−186 and the inner and outer heme b of human dCytB (green, pdb 5ZLE). (e) Residues
6−161 and the inner and outer heme b of E. coli SOO (yellow, pdb 5OC0). (f) Residues 11−185 and the inner and outer heme b of E. coli
cytochrome b556 (purple, pdb 1KQF). (g) Full-length A. xylosoxidans cytochrome c′ bound to a single heme c (red, pdb 2XLE). (h) Residues 42−
148 and the single heme b of E. coli cytchrome b562 (cyan, pdb 3U8P). (i) Full length, de novo designed PS1 bound to the non-natural porphyrin
(CF3)4PZn (brown, pdb 5TGY).
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fragment binds in close vicinity to the putative substrate
binding site in STEAP1, these initial results indicate that
antibodies could represent general tools to modulate the
activity of STEAPs, and potentially also NOXs.
The three-dimensional NOX and STEAP structures also

suggest sites for small-molecule inhibitor design. A prime
candidate would be the NADPH- and FAD-binding sites that
would offer the possibility to halt the reaction at its earliest
electron-transfer step. Moreover, the O2 and chelated-metal
binding sites would be attractive for their location on the outer
side of the membrane, bypassing the needs for drugs that
efficiently cross the membrane. Time will tell how the drug
discovery will proceed by harnessing the structural knowledge.
These efforts toward inhibitor discovery and development

remain, however, often hindered by the difficulties posed by
the direct (NOX) and indirect (through Fenton reaction;
STEAP) ROS-producing properties of these enzymes. A simple
strategy to monitor enzyme activity is through NADPH
consumption. However, performing a high-throughput screen-
ing can be a challenge considering the weak sensitivity of the
assay due to the rather low molar extinction coefficient of
NADPH (ε340 nm = 6.22 mM−1 cm−1). Moreover, this assay can
be problematic with compounds that are fluorescent or act as
fluorescence quenchers. Recurrent screening workflows there-
by often rely on methods that detect the reaction products,
superoxide/hydrogen peroxide and soluble ferrous ion,
respectively. For instance, 6-(4-methoxyphenyl)-2-methyl-
imidazo[1,2-a]pyrazin-3(7H)-one (MCLA), sulfonated tetra-
zolium salt (WST-1), and cytochrome c are efficient sensors
suited for detecting superoxide generation through chemilu-
minescence and spectrophotometry, whereas coumarin-7-
boronic acid (CBA) and the highly sensitive amplex red-
peroxidase coupled assay are widely used to monitor H2O2
production.3,44−46 Furthermore, electron spin resonance
(ESR) spectroscopy might provide accurate data for the
detection of ROS and ESR oximetry methodology can be
employed for monitoring oxygen.47 Electrochemical ap-
proaches for superoxide detection based on immobilized
cytochrome c or superoxide dismutase biosensors can also be
suitable for enzyme activity assessment.48 An often-used
protocol assay for ferrous iron detection employs ferrozine
(ε = 27.9 mM−1 cm−1 for the Fe2+−ferrozine complex) and
chromogenic chelators.20,21,49 All these assays (Figure 3),
however, are prone to artifacts and can easily yield false
positives when searching and testing for inhibitors. It is
therefore mandatory to run extensive control experiments that
probe the validity of candidate hits. Enzymatic (e.g., xanthine
oxidase) and nonenzymatic (e.g., NADH/phenazine metho-
sulfate; fluorescein oxidation) assays should be used to check
for any ROS-scavenging, antioxidant, electron-transfer, and Fe-
reacting activities of a putative inhibitor.3,50−52 Likewise,
methods like microscale thermophoresis (MST) or surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) designed to probe the direct binding
to a protein are ultimately necessary to validate a compound.
For instance, our workflow of NOX5 ligand screening
comprises thermal shift assays and MST that helped us
discriminate false positives from bona f ide NOX inhibitors.
Orthogonal and control assays as well as binding assays (Figure
3) are also essential to detect pan-assay interference
compounds (so-called PAINs)53 that can act as promiscuous
ligands or interfere with some of the assays used (such is the
case of catechols that easily scavenge ROS and often bear
chemical structures able to bind several biological targets). In

the informal conversations at meetings gathering the
researchers in the field, it is often stated that “one third of the
Merck catalogue is redox reactive.” While we do not have any
proof in support of this number, our hands-on experience has
(somewhat painfully) taught us that many chemicals have
indeed ROS-scavenging and/or assay-interfering activities.
This fact should be carefully and critically considered when
searching for ligands of NOXs and STEAPs.

■ A WIDELY CONSERVED FOUR-HELICAL
COFACTOR-BINDING FOLD

Inspired by the simplicity of the four-helical cofactor-binding
module shared between NOX5 and STEAP4, we hypothesized
that the fold, consisting of two antiparallel coiled coils, could
represent a universal fold for coordinating cofactors that
catalyze transmembrane electron transfer. To identify other
transmembrane enzymes that do not have an amino acid
sequence related to NOXs and STEAPs, but potentially share a
similar fold, we searched for related structures with the DALI
server,54 using the four-helical core models of NOX5 and
STEAP4 as references. We identified numerous transmem-
brane-oxidoreductase enzyme structures with significant
structural similarities to the four-helical cores of NOXs and
STEAPs, some of which were never related to NOX and
STEAP enzymes before (Figure 4c−f). Accordingly, the genes
encoding for several of the identified proteins are termed
“cytochrome b,” indicating that they bind a heme-b cofactor of
which the central iron can adopt both ferrous and ferric
oxidation states, consistent with an enzymatic function in
electron transport. The hits that we analyzed include the eight-
helical cytochrome b subunit that is part of the mitochondrial
complex III,55 responsible for ubiquinol recycling in the Q-
cycle of the electron transport chain,56 and of the related
cytochrome b6f complexes that participate in photosynthesis57

(Figure 4c). Cytochrome b uses leftover electrons donated by
ubiquinol (QH2) to reduce ubiquinone (Q) and thereby
replenish the ubiquinol pool for the reduction of cytochrome c.
A second hit identified by our search is the six-helical duodenal
ferric reductase dCytB,58,59 which reduces dietary iron for
cellular uptake and is furthermore involved in ascorbate
recycling (Figure 4d). dCytB transfers electrons from intra-
cellular ascorbate to ferric iron at the extracellular side of the
membrane. Although dCytB enzymes exhibit a molecular
function similar to that of STEAPs, they are not assigned to the
FRD superfamily due to the absence of a matching sequence
motif between dCytB and members of the FRD superfamily.
The third structural homologue revealed by our analysis is the
four-helical bacterial superoxide-oxidase, which scavenges
reactive oxygen species from the periplasm and thus has a
function microscopic-reverse to the ROS-generating NOXs
(SOO, also known as cytochrome b561, Figure 4e).60 SOO
enzymes are proposed to funnel electrons from periplasmic
ROS to ubiquinone in the cytoplasm. The four-helical
cytochrome b556 subunit of the bacterial formate dehydrogen-
ase complex represents the last NOX/STEAP structural
homologue identified by our search61 (Figure 4f). This
complex is responsible for generating a proton-motive force
by oxidizing formate to CO2 in the periplasm. The electrons
generated in this process tunnel through an array of iron−
sulfur clusters to cytochrome b556, which transports them
across the membrane to a quinone in the cytoplasm.
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■ TRANSMEMBRANE-ELECTRON TRANSPORT:
DIFFERENCES, COMMON FEATURES, AND
PRINCIPLES

Generally, the above-identified enzymes catalyze processes in
redox biology, ROS generation and scavenging, and iron
metabolism. They all contain a right-handed, four-helical
bundle transmembrane motif with similar interhelical con-
nections and bind two cofactors on both sides of the
membrane (Figure 4a−f). In agreement with the observation
that STEAPs are the only transmembrane oxidoreductase
enzymes that bind a single heme,31 all of the other enzyme
structures discussed here harbor a diheme motif in their
transmembrane domain. The architecture of the common four-
helical, cofactor-binding bundle resembles the shape of an
hourglass, narrow in the center and wider on both sides of the
membrane where the cofactors bind (Figures 4a−f and 6). The
orientation of the aligned four-helical bundles within the
membrane is different and dependent on the total number of
helices of the full-length enzymes. However, the proposed
direction of electron transfer is the same in all proteins.
Interestingly, despite the strong similarities in tertiary structure
of the six enzymes, we observed no common fingerprint when
comparing their amino acid sequences (Figure 5). Thus, not a
single amino acid residue is shared between all six structures at
an equivalent position. For example, the outer-heme
coordinating histidines reside in the second and fourth
membrane helix in the four-helical bundle of NOX5,
STEAP4, and cytochrome b, in the first and third helix of
dCytB, and in the first and fourth helix of SOO and
cytochrome b556. In addition, the distance between the
redox cofactors bound in the four-helical bundle differs
drastically between the enzymes (Figure 6); the edge-to-edge
distance between the inner and outer heme in NOX5 is 6.4 Å,
whereas the distance between the hemes of dCytB is almost
twice as large (12.3 Å). Combined, our sequence and structural
analysis indicates that NOXs and STEAPs likely share a
common ancestor with cytochrome b of complex III in
mitochondria. Conversely, NOXs and STEAPs appear to have
evolved independently of dCytB, SOO and cytochrome b556.
This strongly suggests that the structural resemblance observed

for their four-helical porphyrin-binding bundles is a result of
convergent evolution; the helical arrangement is an energeti-
cally favorable fold for coordinating a porphyrin, while
retaining a stable conformation in the membrane.
Can we, besides the four-helical fold, identify other

structural features shared by the enzymes that are crucial for
efficient transmembrane-electron transport? In all compared
structures, the hydrophobic residues residing in the membrane
core between the two cofactors form a tightly packed
interhelical network, resulting in a compact and rigid
architecture of the four-helical bundles (Figure 6). In line
with this, the X-ray and cryo-EM structures display low B-
factors (or atomic displacement parameters) for residues in the
transmembrane domains, indicating that these residues are
highly ordered. Consequently, enzymes that perform trans-
membrane-electron transport exhibit a fundamentally different
mode of action compared to other proteins classes like ion
channels or amino acid transporters, which require large
structural rearrangements to enable the transport of physical
entities across biomembranes. Transmembrane-oxidoreductase
enzymes instead facilitate the transport of electrons through
tightly bound cofactors in a rigid, solvent inaccessible
transmembrane domain; in other words, by keeping the
electron-transfer path in place.

■ FOUR-HELICAL COFACTOR-BINDING FOLDS IN
NATURE AND BEYOND

Are there heme-binding soluble proteins that feature a helical
bundle topologically similar to that of NOXs, STEAPS, and
cytochromes b? We found that this search criterion is matched
only by a group of proteins comprising the bacterial
cytochrome c′ (pdb 2XLE) and cytochrome b562 (pdb
3U8P) (Figure 4g, h). These four-helical bundle proteins
reside in the periplasm where they are thought to participate in
electron transport through their single heme cofactors. The
observation that the four-helical cofactor binding bundle is not
more widely present in published structures of soluble proteins
of higher order organisms indicates that the fold is not
prevalent for soluble porphyrin-coordinating enzymes. In fact,
more than 30 unique folds exist for soluble heme-binding

Figure 5. Sequence alignment based on DALI server structural superimpositions of the hemoproteins on the four-helical cofactor-binding bundle of
STEAP4. Inserted segments compared to the STEAP4-sequence are hidden for clarification. The residues that coordinate or reside close to a
cofactor are highlighted in red.
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proteins.62 This wider variety in folds can be explained by the
fact that numerous heme-coordinating conformations adopted
by soluble proteins would not be compatible with a stable
structure in the lipid bilayer, thereby limiting the number of
protein arrangements that catalyze heme-mediated electron
transport across a membrane.
In addition to these few natural occurring proteins, we also

identified the structure of PS163 (Figure 4i), a soluble, de novo
designed porphyrin-binding four-helical bundle that has no
significant sequence similarities with any known protein
sequence found in nature. However, the experimentally
determined NMR structure of PS1 bound to a non-natural
porphyrin, in sub-Å agreement with the first-principles design,
shares a highly similar fold with NOX5 (rmsd 2.8 Å for 98
aligned residues) and STEAP4 (rmsd 3.1 Å for 102 aligned
residues). The PS1 study revealed that the design of a folded
hydrophobic core of the four-helical bundle was essential to
establish a highly stable cofactor binding site. When taken

together, the strong structural similarities between de novo
designed PS1 and biologically evolved NOX5 and STEAP4
provide further evidence that their four-helical bundle adopts
an energetically favorable fold for coordinating a porphyrin.

■ CONCLUSIONS/OUTLOOK
With its elegant hourglass shape, the transmembrane helical
bundle of the NOX/STEAP family of oxidoreductases can
serve many functions. Its outer heme can direct electrons to
diverse acceptors, such as molecular oxygen, ferric iron, and
quinones. A distinct feature of this reaction is that it does not
involve any covalent adduct with the heme iron, differently
from the reactions catalyzed by heme proteins such as
cytochrome P450s or the globins. As opposed to the close
conservation of the transmembrane heme-binding scaffold, the
cytosolic elements of these proteins are structurally diverse and
unrelated. Their varying topologies feature characteristic
quaternary structures, cofactor-binding sites and specificities,

Figure 6. (a−f) Core packing of the four-helical cofactor-binding bundles of the membrane-embedded oxidoreductases. The amino acids that pack
in between the cofactors are annotated, as well as the minimum edge to edge distance between the cofactors.
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and regulatory elements. Despite the tremendous progress in
the field, key questions remain open about the functioning of
these enzymes. What are the structural mechanisms for the
regulation of their enzymatic activities? How did their isoform-
specific properties evolve? How do they prevent the escape of
electrons to the membrane milieu that could cause membrane-
damaging lipid oxidation? Will powerful and selective drugs be
identified? Behind their seemingly simple catalyzed reactions,
these enzymes strike for the intricacy of their biology and the
complexity of their functional mechanisms that are made
possible by the distinct elements that decorate their conserved
heme-binding scaffold.
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